Abstract. The first measurement of pseudorapidity (∆η) and azimuthal angle (∆φ) correlations between high transverse momentum charged hadrons (p T > 2.5 GeV/c) and all associated particles is presented at both short-(small ∆η) and long-range (large ∆η) over a continuous pseudorapidity acceptance (−4 < ∆η < 2). In these proceedings, the various near-and away-side features of the correlation structure are discussed as a function of centrality in Au+Au collisions measured by PHOBOS at √ s N N = 200 GeV. In particular, this measurement allows a much more complete determination of the longitudinal extent of the ridge structure, first observed by the STAR collaboration over a limited η range. In central collisions the ridge persists to at least ∆η = 4, diminishing in magnitude as collisions become more peripheral until it disappears around N part = 80.
Introduction
One of the most fundamental discoveries at RHIC is that partons seem to interact strongly as they traverse the produced medium. This has been seen in the singleparticle spectra where the yields in central collisions at high p T are suppressed by a factor of five compared to binary scaling of p+p collisions [1] [2] [3] . It is also seen in azimuthal correlations where back-to-back high p T particles disappear in central Au+Au collisions [4] . In fact, for high momentum associated particles the behavior is consistent with the surface emission of jets due the presence of an opaque medium that completely absorbs jets directed at the interior.
However, the energy and momentum of the away-side jet must be present in the final state, motivating the study of correlations between high p T triggers and lower p T associated particles. At mid-rapidity, previous RHIC data show several novel features in the structure of such correlation functions: first, a broadening of the now reëmergent away-side structure in ∆φ relative to p+p [5, 6] , and second, the existence of an enhanced correlation near ∆φ ≈ 0 extending over several units of pseudorapidity -this is what has been called the 'ridge' [7] . Although the ridge at mid-rapidity has been qualitatively described by a diverse assortment of proposed mechanisms [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , the origin of the structure is still not well understood. In this context, our goal is to use the uniquely broad acceptance of the PHOBOS detector to measure the ridge (and its dependence on event centrality) at large relative rapidity, and in so doing constrain the possible interpretations of particle production correlated with high p T trigger particles.
Method
The PHOBOS detector [15] consists of two spectrometer arms, which are used to select charged trigger tracks with p T > 2.5 GeV/c within the acceptance of 0 < η trig < 1.5. Associated particles that escape the beam pipe (p T > 4 MeV/c at η ≈ 3, p T > 35 MeV/c at η ≈ 0) are detected in a single layer of silicon (i.e. there is no p T selection) with the octagon subdetector (|η| < 3). Gaps in the octagon are filled using the first layers of the vertex and spectrometer detectors. The per-trigger conditional yield of charged particles,
is calculated by taking the raw per-trigger distribution of same-event pairs, s(∆φ, ∆η), and dividing by the raw mixed-event background distribution, b(∆φ, ∆η), to remove random coincidences and acceptance effects. This ratio is calculated in 1 mm bins of vertex position along the beam, v z , and averaged over the range −15 < v z < 10 cm. Because elliptic flow is erased in the mixing of tracks and hits from different events, the remaining flow modulation, V (∆η), which is approximated by the product of v , must also be subtracted. The flow magnitude is calculated according to a parameterization based on published PHOBOS measurements of v 2 as a function of N part , p T , and η, assuming a factorized form [16] . The v 2 of trigger tracks is corrected for occupancy effects in the spectrometer, and the v 2 of associated hits is corrected for secondaries. Both of these effects tend to suppress the magnitude of the observed v 2 . The scale factor a(∆η), is introduced to account for the small difference in multiplicity between signal and mixed-event distributions. It is calculated using the zero yield at minimum (ZYAM) method [17] and is close to unity in all cases considered. B(∆η) is just the single-particle distribution (dN/dη) [18] convoluted with the normalized η distribution of trigger particles.
The dominant systematic error in this analysis comes from the uncertainty in estimating the magnitude of v . This flow uncertainty is typically on the order of 15-20%, though in central collisions, where the subtracted flow is quite small compared to the resulting jet correlation, the uncertainty reaches 50%.
Results
To understand the effects of the hot, dense medium on correlated particle production, the PHOBOS Au+Au data is compared to p+p events simulated with PYTHIA [19] . The prominent features of the p+p correlation, shown in Fig. 1(a) , are a jet-fragmentation peak centered about ∆η ≈ ∆φ ≈ 0 and an away-side structure centered at ∆φ ≈ π that is similarly narrow in ∆φ but extended in ∆η (since the hard scattering can involve partons with very different fractions of the proton momentum). In central Au+Au collisions, particle production correlated with a high p T trigger is strongly modified as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Not only is the away-side yield much broader in ∆φ, the near-side peak now sits atop an unmistakable ridge of correlated partners extending continuously and undiminished all the way to ∆η = 4.
To examine the near-side structure more closely, the correlated yield is integrated over the region |∆φ| < 1 and plotted as a function of ∆η in Fig. 2(a) . For the 10% most central Au+Au collisions, there is a significant and relatively flat correlated yield of about 0.3 particles per unit pseudorapidity far from the trigger. The prediction of the momentum kick model [20] , which has been tuned to STAR measurements with |η assoc | < 1 [6] and 2.7 < |η assoc | < 3.9 [21] , is found to agree very closely with our results. This model assumes a parton rapidity distribution at the time of the jet-parton collision that is much broader than the rapidity distribution of final state particles. This would suggest that the extent of the ridge is actually sensitive to the very earliest moments of the Au+Au collision [22] . Finally, the centrality dependence of the average ridge yield far from the trigger (−4 < ∆η < −2) is shown in Fig. 2(b) . The ridge yield decreases as one goes towards more peripheral collisions; it is consistent with zero in the most peripheral bin analyzed (40-50%). While the systematic errors do not yet exclude a smooth disappearance of the ridge as one approaches p+p collisions, these preliminary data suggest the ridge may have already disappeared by N part = 80.
Summary
In these proceedings, preliminary PHOBOS measurements of the ridge at small ∆φ have been presented over a broad range of ∆η. The fact that in central collisions the ridge extends to at least four units of rapidity away from the trigger is a quantitative challenge to theories that strive to explain the nature of the jet-medium interaction. More theoretical studies will be required to determine which proposed mechanisms are consistent with the broad extent of the ridge and its dependence on collision geometry.
